
Charging Cable    WC06

WC06

2 in 1 Lightning Cable 

2 in 1 connector design. Cross system
compatible with iPhone and Android mobile
devices is easy to use and convenient
WC06 is built in with Lightning and Micro USB dual connector.
When you have mobile devices in both systems, the cross
system compatible WC02 is all you need and spare you the
trouble of purchasing another connector. Moreover, with the
thoughtful strap design, you don’ t have to worry about losing
it anymore.

20cm length cable is most
suitable length for walking
or going out.
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Aluminum connector is both solid and
stylish. Reinforced braiding cable is
super sturdy and pull resistant
WC06 is using aluminum connector that is not
only stylish, but it also has been tested numerous
times on plug in and pulling to ensure it is both
solid and durable. WC06 is also built with super
reinforced braided mesh nylon to strengthen the
cable and provide consumers a military grade cable
that is solid, abrasion resistant and pull resistant.

Apple MFi certified, compatible
with any Apple devices is ensured
WC06 can be widely used on any Apple
device with a Lightning port, such as iPhone,
iPad and iPod.

Premium grade copper wire for
an even better charging performance
The inside of WC06 is made of high density and
conductivity copper wire material to decrease
electrical impedance and reduce the power
consumption caused by transferring through
wire. Now you can have a faster and smoother
charging experience.
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Specification

Model
Interface
Dimensions
Warranty

Compatible
Apple Device

WC06
USB 2.0, Lightning, Micro-USB
20 cm
1 Year
iPhone : iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone SE, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus,
               iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5
iPad : iPad Pro, iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad mini 4, iPad mini 3, iPad mini 2, iPad mini
iPod : iPod Nano（7 th Generation）, iPod Touch（6 th Generation）, iPod Touch（5 th Generation）

Item Specification
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Ordering Information
Team P/N Color Description
TWC06A01

TWC06C01

TWC06D01

TWC06F01

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC06-20cm ROSE GOLD RETAIL

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC06-20cm GRAY RETAIL

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC06-20cm GOLD RETAIL

TEAM Dual Connector Cable WC06-20cm COPPER RETAIL

ROSE GOLD

GRAY

GOLD

COPPER

Interface

Main Feature
Dual connector design. Compatible with iPhone & Android devices
Solid and abrasion resistant aluminum connector. The braiding cable is sturdy and pull resistant
Apple MFi certified, perfect for upgrade


